Initially, relational model of data has been speciˇed by E. F. Codd with the naming conventions to the attributes called ®relationship¯. It is something between relations and tables, i.e., between implementation and user view on data. In this paper, ideas for ®relationship¯are formally speciˇed in Z-notation. The last one is an ISO standard now. The purpose of this paper is to reinvestigate ideas behind the ®relationships¯in a more formal way. This approach is useful for further research in extending relation model of data to capture multimedia data and data streams, which are, usually, generated by different kinds of sensors. 
INTRODUCTION
The Relational Model of Data (RMD) that is speciˇed here, follows the original presentation given in [1] . Z-notation is used as formal notation. It is now an ISO standard [2] . The original presentation of RDM is not formalized, nor detailed or consistent. It contains many open topics, which have been solved later sometimes in different ways in RMD implementations. In a formal speciˇcation such topics could not be evaded. The investigation on the topic shows that there is only one attempt in that direction [3] . It is a Master Thesis that is very huge and impractical to be used as a basis for any extensions.
SCHEMAS
The main types in this speciˇcation are:
[RNAMES, DNAMES, ROLES, VALUES],
where RNAMES is the set of all possible relation names, DNAMES is the set of all possible column names, ROLES is the set of all possible roles, and VALUES is the set of all possible tuple component values.
NULL : VALUES
NULL is a component value with a special purpose, that means ®no value is speciˇed¯.
Every domain (column) has a name, role, andˇnite set of possible values.
SCHEMAS == seq 1 DOMAINS
Relation schema is an ordered set of domains (sequence).
Database schema is a partial function between relation names and schemas. It is important, that two different columns in a relational schema to have the same names, but they have to have different roles. This rule is speciˇed as an invariant in the Z-schema and relations deˇned in such a way are called ®relationships¯.
DBSchemaInit DBSchema
dom db = ∅ Initially, the database schema is empty.
Above, Z-schema returns (size!) the relation name (given at input Å name?). This Z-schema works for relations that have yet schemas; it does not consider errors when the input name has no schema. The case with errors can be upgraded further, but here this approach is not used, because the paper would be very huge considering error details.
In this Z-schema, the relation name is bounded with a schema (added).
A relation is removed by unbinding its name from the schema.
A relation can be renamed, the new name has not to be used yet.
A relation schema can be changed by removing a column from it. Because column names are not unique, in the relation schema domain role is used. Domain name and its role together uniquely identify the column in the schema. That is relationship approach.
A new column (d?) is inserted right before the column identiˇed by its name (dn?) and role (r?).
This operation is like the previous one, the new column is inserted after the given one. In such a way, it is possible to add a column at the end of the schema. With the previous operation new column can be added at the beginning of the schema. Here, we end with schema operations and begin with tuple operations on the database instance (relation instance).
INSTANCES

TUPLES
Every tuple is a function between schema domains and values. The relation name is needed to identify relation schema. Tuple values have to be members of the corresponding domain of the schema. 
DBRelationSchemaSize ΞDBInstance DBSRelationSchemaSize
This Z-schema is an upgrade, it returns relation schema size.
This upgrade relation creation is adding an empty instance to the database instance and binding it to the newly created relation.
DBDrop ΔDBInstance DBSRemove instance = {n?} − instance
This Z-schema removes the binding between relation name and its schema, but drops the relation instance from the database instance.
DBRename ΔDBInstance DBSRename instance = ({n?} − instance) ∪ {new? → instance(n?)}
Here is an upgrade of relation renaming the old instance, has to be bound, with the new name.
When a new column is inserted in the schema, all tuples have to be modiˇed to contain NULL value in the component corresponding to the new column.
t ∪ {d? → NULL}}
This Z-schema is analogous to the previous one.
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SuperKeys DBInstance n? : RNAMES superKeys! :
This Z-schema returns the set of all superkeys. The superkey uniquely identiˇes all tuples in the relation.
Here, keys are deˇned as superkeys that do not contain own subset, that is, superkey.
DBInsert0
ΔDBInstance n? :
)).instance = (instance(n?)).instance ∪ {t?}
With this Z-schema, new tuple is added to the relation instance, but without any constrain check. 
CHECKInsert
t(ka) = NULL)))
In this Z-schema, preliminary check on the new tuple is done, this tuple has to have no NULL-values in key attributes.
This isˇnally the operation insert with a preliminary check on the tuple.
DBDelete0
Here, a tuple is simply deleted by key values.
Preliminary check of delete tuple operation requires used key values not to be NULL-ones.
Finally, this is the operation delete tuple by key values.
DBUpdate0
This operation is tuple update using key values to identify it, but without any checks. Finally, here is the update tuple operation with the checks.
CONCLUSION
What more can be done with this speciˇcation? Originally, in [1] relational algebra is speciˇed as operations on RMD, so this speciˇcation could be extended to support it.
